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Since 1985, GM Voices, Inc. has emerged as the global leader 
in professionally-recorded voice, language localization, 
persona development and Voice Branding solutions for 
Fortune 1000 corporations worldwide. Dozens of voice 
actors record in our studios each week, providing clients a 
consistent voice for any application.  GM Voices invented the 
term and concept of Voice Branding, a single-voice customer 
experience consistent with a company’s brand image.

Currently, over 100 languages and dialects are offered, and 
we record with hundreds of voice actors across six continents. 
Whether recording locally or from satellite studios spanning 
the globe, GM Voices ensures local market credibility through 
a worldwide network of voice actors, translators and script 
reviewers.

Our core competencies are voice prompts for any telephony applications (IVR, auto attendant, 
call routing, on hold), GPS, in-car and remote diagnostics, and business narration and multimedia. 
Any language, any media, any market—GM Voices is your voice to the world. 

 
GM Voices offers its Preferred Voice Actors through weekly recording sessions. Our voice talent in 
this program record on the same day each week. For applications requiring continuous updates, 
there is no better way to stay consistent so economically. Our Preferred Voice Actors are locked 
into long-term agreements, ensuring a uniform sound across the life of the application. Previous 
orders and session audio are always referenced, so the read style maintains its tonal quality, 
speed and delivery. For small orders, we offer next-day turnarounds. If your talent records 
on Tuesday, just email your script on Monday. Your high-quality, ready-to-load audio will be 
delivered Wednesday.

High quality, ready-to-load audio files  •  Next-day Turnaround
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GM Voices is staffed solely by trained 
audio engineers with degrees in 
recording technology. Our facilities 
are world class, featuring soundproof 
isolation booths, U87 Neumann 
microphones in all studios, and global 
studio connectivity. 

Voice prompts can be delivered in 
any file format for any technology or 
integrator. Files are usually delivered 
via FTP or email, but we can also provide 
audio or data CDs, audio cassettes and 
endless looping cassettes.

Additional production benefits include royalty-free music and sound effects, custom or 
prerecorded earcons, dialogue scenarios and expertise, and creative scripting services.

  

GM Voices has been focused on the 
telephony space of voice recording 
for over two decades. We know how 
to make automation succeed so that 
customers stay contained and keep 
buying. We offer VUI design/call flow 
scripting and consultation services 
on top of our standard recording, so 
that your Voice Brand provides an 
unmatched customer experience.


